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Mineral Resources Limited (MIN) – BUY, PT $18.32
Further growth opportunities ahead
Event:
FY17 result; revised assumptions; FY18e outlook.
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·

Lithium will power the next leg of MIN’s trajectory. Management are
targeting 4.25Mt Wodgina lithium DSO for FY18e, and 4-5Mtpa target
rate for the next four years thereafter. This is in addition to a planned
500ktpa 6% spodumene at Wodgina with production to start Q3CY18e.
With the increased production target, Wodgina lithium DSO now has the
potential to add an incremental $190M to FY18e EBITDA at a 4.25Mtpa
run rate, assuming a $45/t operating margin.

·

Mount Marion upgrade to produce 400ktpa (100% basis) of all 6%
spodumene by Q3FY18 will be earnings accretive and bolster lithium
EBITDA in FY18e. MIN have a 43.1% stake in Mount Marion, with no
further news to date on the sell down of its stake.

·

Pleasing return to form for annuity style earnings out of the Mining
Services segment: we forecast $220M contribution in FY18e from this
segment, which saw a strong performance in 2H17. MIN expect a full year
contribution from the increased crushing capacity completed in the most
recent half.

·

Near term opportunities in the form of BOSS, carbon fibre trays to yield
material operating efficiencies. BOSS has the potential to reduce haulage
costs by ~80%, while carbon fibre trays can add 10% additional payloads
to MIN’s existing fleet of dump trucks and rail wagons. BOSS is a longer
dated opportunity for MIN with a proposed time line of 18 months, while
carbon fibre facilities are currently being tested.

·

EBITDA from mining services and lithium mining alone are almost
sufficient to reach management’s conservative FY18e EBITDA guidance
of at least $500M. We forecast $585M in FY18e EBITDA. Minor
adjustments to forecasts however iron ore still the swing factor for an
impressive FY18e.

·

Forecast dividend yield of 4.8% underpinned by strong cash generation,
and a return to historical payout levels of ~50%.
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We view MIN as attractively valued considering the company will
generate healthy cash from its mining services resurgence, growing
lithium exposure, and the fact that the company makes money at
current iron ore discounts. We now forecast FY18e EBITDA of $585M
(previously $506M), and FY18e NPAT of $268M (previously $266M). We
have a valuation of $18.32 based on blended DCF analysis and EV/EBITDA
(FY18e) (50%/50%) methodologies.

Recommendation:
·

We maintain a Buy recommendation on MIN with an increased price
target of $18.32 (previously $14.05), in line with our blended DCF and
EV/EBITDA (FY18e) valuation.
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